Commitment To Quality

- EPA Series Graphite
- Toyo Tanso Graphite
- POCO Graphite
- Precision Ground Blanks Custom
- Rounds, Rods, Tubes
- Tapping Electrodes
  *(NPT, Inch, Metric, Standard, Orbiting)*
- Custom Electrodes to Print Specs

Providing our customers with EDM graphite for applications such as:

- Plastic Injection Molds
- Fine Detail Electrodes
- Military Applications
- Forging Dies
- Carbide Machining
- Threaded Electrodes
- Oil & Gas Exploration
- Blow Molds
- Aerospace
- Medical Devices
- Punch & Die Sets
- Die Casting

Reliable® Dielectric Fluid
Rustlick Dielectric Fluid
Iono Plus Dielectric Fluid
Ebbco Royal Flush Fluid
Commonwealth Fluid

*Many other types and brands*

Reliable® EDM Filters
Dynamic Filters
Ebbco Filters & Filtration Systems
Mitsubishi OEM & CPG Filters
Mann, Baldwin, Hayward

SYSTEM 3R USA,
EROWA,
HIRSCHMANN,
GAISER, RAM,
HERMAN SCHMIDT
WALKER MAGNETIC CHUCKS